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abstraCt
Yttrium and the rare-earth elements (Y+REEs) are incorporated into aluminosilicate garnet as trivalent ions replacing divalent Mg, Fe, Mn, or Ca (“M2+”) in dodecahedral sites, which requires some
form of coupled substitution to maintain electroneutrality. We compare the energetic costs of competing
coupled-substitution schemes, using lattice dynamics calculations to assess defect energies and exchange
energies for each scheme. Substitutions with relatively low energetic costs introduce menzerite-like
components via the exchange vector [YM–1·(Mg,Fe)Al–1], or alkali components via the exchange vector
[Y(Na,Li)M–2]. Substitutions with substantially higher energetic costs introduce a vacancy component
via the exchange vector [Y2 M–3], or the yttrogarnet (YAG) component via the exchange vector
[YM–1·AlSi–1], or a component with octahedral Li via the exchange vector [Y2M–2·LiAl–1]. Energetic
as temperature rises or pressure falls, and decrease substantially with the contraction in ionic radius
across the lanthanide series. These results, combined with critical re-examination of arguments cited
in favor of each substitution scheme in natural occurrences, suggest that Y+REE incorporation in
natural garnet is dominated by coupled substitutions that introduce menzerite and alkali components,
that the YAG substitution plays only a subsidiary role, and that the other schemes are likely to be of
very minor importance.
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introDuCtion
The crystallochemical means by which yttrium and the rareearth elements (Y+REEs) are incorporated into aluminosilicate
garnet in Earth’s crust and upper mantle are not definitively
known, even though these elements’ concentrations and zoning
in garnet have considerable importance to diverse petrological
and geochronological processes and systems.
The geological significance of Y+REEs in garnet takes many
forms. A classic example is the control exerted by garnet-liquid
partitioning on the REE concentrations of mantle melts sourced
from garnet peridotite (e.g., Hanson 1980; van Westrenen and
Draper 2007; Sun and Liang 2013). In the deep crust, zoning
of Y+REEs in metamorphic garnet is a sensitive monitor of the
processes that enhance or inhibit equilibration between garnet
and the mineral assemblage and/or fluid environment in which it
grows (Skora et al. 2006; Konrad-Schmolke et al. 2008; Moore
et al. 2013). Valuable thermometers arise from equilibrium Y
partitioning between garnet and monazite (Pyle et al. 2001)
and between garnet and xenotime (Pyle and Spear 2000). In
favorable cases, Y+REE zoning in garnet records the evolution
of coexisting accessory minerals (such as allanite, monazite,
xenotime, and zircon) vital to geochronometry of successive
assemblages (e.g., Pyle and Spear 1999; Pyle et al. 2001; Yang
and Rivers 2002; Hermann and Rubatto 2003; Yang and Pattison 2006; Gieré et al. 2011). The characteristic partitioning of
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REEs between garnet and zircon can link zircon U-Pb ages to
garnetiferous mineral assemblages suitable for thermobarometry,
adding detail and precision to P-T-t paths (e.g., Rubatto 2002).
REE incorporation is of course the fundamental basis for SmNd and Lu-Hf geochronology of garnet (cf. Kohn 2009). The
diffusional mobility of Y+REEs in garnet, with its attendant
implications for the kinetics of petrologic processes (e.g., Van
Orman et al. 2002; Tirone et al. 2005) and for geochronology
(e.g, Kohn 2009; Kelly et al. 2011), depends directly upon the
means by which local electroneutrality is maintained as these
atoms move through the garnet structure (Carlson 2012).
Despite the varied and important roles played by Y+REEs in
garnet, the question of how these large trivalent ions are accommodated in the garnet structure remains unanswered. Although
several potential substitutional schemes have been proposed,
their relative importance in nature is unclear, and for some, even
their validity is uncertain. If and how these schemes may be
affected by temperature and pressure is also poorly known. To
address some of these issues, this study uses atomistic simulation, in the form of lattice dynamics, to evaluate the comparative
energetic costs of introducing each of the proposed substitutional
defects into otherwise unmodified garnet structures, across a
range of temperature and pressure.

baCKGrounD
This investigation is focused on large trivalent ions
(Y+REEs), those whose ionic radii exceed the size that allows
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